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. . This experiment tested Piaget's hypothe'Sis that pee r
interaction plays a crucial role in the reduction of childhood
egocentrism. A sample of 46 second gradersfrom a middle-class`
suburban public school were given a sociometriemeasuie of

.popularity.your tasks which assessed.spatial-, communicative,,a/rd.
role-taking egocentrism were then performed by each child.
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Intercorrelations among the four egocentrism, tasks were computed by
the'Aendall Rank correlation`methoth Ablity ob the spatial

J egocentrim task correlated with ability in role-tgking. The peer,
popularity measure was not found to be related to any of the measures
of egocentrism. It is suggeSted that the use' of popularitylas a
measure of peerinteraction,mAy be ,a weak test: oe Piaget's.
hypothesis. (BRT), .
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EgotentriaM and Peer Interim on

Absircct

. 6. 11"- . -

Piaget's hypothesis that peer interaction plays a crucial
.

e in the

reduction of thildhood.egocentrism c..as tested i th a sample f 45 second-

grade children. The results failed to support this hypothes s a Measure

of peer interaction was not correlated with any;of several easutes of

egocentrism (spatial egocentrism, communication egocentrism or role-

taking ski13) . betwesnspill 0,ock.nteismrccZ unication

egocentrism, and role - taking skill wee examines] and it wa concluded that

egocentrism is not,a unitary variable..
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Clocentrism and Peer Interaction:

Testing and Piaget'S Bypothosis

3'

.

tEgoceAriem, defined by Piaget (1962) as an individual's inability
. , .

.

to coordinate two or more paints of view hasp been operationalizedin,

three broad forms. The first Was communictaxian egocenttism (Piaget,

'. I

1928) which refers to the oUng child's inability to take into account

discrepancies between his own knowledge and the informational_ require-,

Manta of'his listeners. Later, Piaget and Inhelder (1956) introduced/

the concept ,of spot 1 egocentrism, or the yot:ne, child's inability to_ ,

differentiate beti-een his ownlerceptu:11 view, of a set of f-obAects and
\

the perceptual view of another person. Recently; inves igators have
,

focused on role - taking skill, the young child's devela,ing ability to
t !

consider the viewpoint of another person (Flaell, Botiin; Fry, Wright,

and Jarvis, 1968). Evidence eancerning empirical relations among the

various forms of gocentrism, hotkever, is only beginning to accumulate

(Cowan, 1971; Hallos and Cowan, 1973; Kingsley, 1971; Rubin, 1973; Coopei

and Flavell, 1974) and it is uncertain to what eaten egocentrism may -

be considered as a unitary variable.

Investigator;, using a wide variety' of measures, have documented

age related developmental trends in each type of egocentrism (Shantz, 1975;

Looft, 1972; Flavel t. al., 1968), but relatively few have focused on

the mechanisms of his developAnt. Piaget' (1928, 1932) has suggested

that one of,tbe- t important environmental factors leading to the

decline of egocentrism is the interaction cf a child with his peers.

Some empiri al d5pport for this ypothesia comes from Hallos and Cowan

(1973) who found that

scoies)an
/

a combined

d
/

cid c mparable villa e and town children who had more opportunity for

isola d rural Norwegian children hieved lower

ial egocentrism and joie-taking m sure than

4) 4
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social interaction. In a study more cocparable to the present one, Rubin

(1972) found a relation between sociomet
t

ic popularity (an index of

peer interaction) and communication abili y in kindergarten and _second

grade children but not in fourth. and sixth grade children. Deutsch

'

. . . ow
(19/4) foUnd a reptioa between peer interaction and communication ego-

-

centrism in preschool children:.

In the present study, correlations were 'obtained hetween spatial

egaCenuzism,'ce:,:mr.lai:..-.tion ability, aid Ming skill in order to

examine the hypotEeeis.phAt there is a relation between the decline of

egocentrism and participation in peer interaction.) An additional purpose

of the investigation was to test the extent to which the three types of

egocentrism comprise a unitary variable.

Method

Subjects

Forty-six second grade white children, 20 boys and 26 girls, from

two classrooms of a middle class surbruban public school were subjects.

The mean age was 8.1 years with a range of 7.5 to.9 years.

4Measures and Materials

Sociometric nopulatity. Popularity was used as a measure of peer

interaction on the assumption that popular children engage more peer

interaction than do unpopular children. Each child was asked to name

_four classmates he would most like to sit next to in class, the four

friend from class he would most like to invite to a party at his house,

the £511; classmates he would most like to play with during recess, and his

best friend in class.' The popularity score represented the total number

Y
of times a child was named by any classgate for any of the four questions.

The pepulaz.ity scores ranged from 0 to 16 with 'a mean of 7.5.

st)

e.
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S Len ris.m. A variation of Piaget sod inhelder's (1;56)r
three mountains tas:t,ins used in.which children had to choOse pictures

.

representing different views of a'three dimensional display while
N

.

viewing the display from a fixed position (Cowan, 1971).
.

The spa ial
-. . .

. ,

egocentrism score represented the total:number of pictures. correctly

selected and ranged from 0 to 5 with a mean of 1.91.

Communication egocentrism I. Cowan's (1971).task which measured

child-to -chiid ccumUnioation was modified to a child-to-experimenter

communication measure for the present study. The child, seated back -to-

back to the experimenter, was asked to take eight objects (one white and

one black circle, one white and one black,triangle, one white square, one

ambiguous "bat" shape, and one white and one black ambiguous "moon" shape)

and place them:one by one anyOhere he wished on a board marked off into

16 squares. The top half of the board was yellow while the bottom was

red. After placing each object, the child was asked to describe both

the object and its location 6 the experimenter. The child's instructions

were tape recorded, transcribed, and coded for description and object

placement. Both were scored 0 for none, 1 for'use of a,4gle dimension

(e.g.,,"take the white one or "put it in the bottom.

*ambiguous use of two dimension'ece.g., "put it in the'

one"), 2 for

red corner"), and

3 for unambiguous use of two dimensions. Scores for both object description

and placement were sunned over all eight objects and combined into a

total score, Scores ranged fiam 8 to 44 with a mean of 30.3.

CommunicationlAdeelirism II. An adaptation of the Glucksberg and

Krauss (1967) communication task was used. The child was seated back-to-
. IVA

back to the experimenter and asked to describe four of the Glucksberg

and Krauss (1967) figures suchthatthe experimenter would be able to
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match up his cards with those of the child. The child was encouraged

to tell all he could about the figures. When be stopped describing a

figure he was asked whether he could say. anything more about it as the

experimenter was having a hard time picking it out. The child's state-

menes were tape recorded, transcribed, and coded for number of distinctive

features and for the child's response to.the request for additional

information. The communication egocentrism score was the sum of the mean,-

number of distinctiive features and the mean retelL score. The scores

ranged from 2.0 to 6.75 with a mean of 4.6.

Role-taking skill: The task materials, procedure, and coding were

, 4
4

-taken from Flavell et. al.'(19613). The child was asked to provide a

story to a sequence of seven Cartoon drawings. Three pictures were then

removed so so that the sequence suggested a-different story. The child was

then asked to retell the story from the position of an imaginary bystander

'.who had only seen the four drawing sequence. The category scores ranged

from 1 to 4 (1 represented highest role-taking,ability while 4 represented

'least) and had a mean of 2.5.

Procedure

All tests were administered by a white male experimenter. The

popularity questionnaire wap indivually administered in the rear of the

classroom while other children worked on individual projects. The

remaining measures were administered in two sessions in a school

conference room. Session one lasted 30 minutes and consisted ofd the

spatial egocentrism, role-taking and communication I tasks. Session two

occurred about two weeks later and consisted only of the communication II_

measure; this session lasted about 15 minutes.
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Resialts and Discussion

Intercorrelations among the four egocentrism tasks were computed by

the Kendall rank correlation method. Only two were significant. Ability

on thespatial egocentrism. task corzelated with ability in role-taking

(e1-=, -.310, N a 46,,p < .002). interestingly, in three previous studies

(Hallos and Cowan, 1973; Kingsley, 1971; Rubin, 1973) parallel results

were found though,several different measures of spatial egocentrism and

role-taking were usc.,:. Thus the rel&tion between spatial egocentrism

and role-taking appers pousistant even though correlations, are modest.

A relation in the predicted direction between communication

egocentrism II and role-taking ability, el--. -.195, N = 46, p < .025)

also was found. The pattern of results for communication egocentrism

across several studies, however, has been mixed. Cowan (1971) and

'Hollos and Cowan (1973) found a relation between communication egocentrism I

and spatial egocentrism. Rubin (1973) found a relation between communi-

cation egocentrism Ii and both spatial egocentrism and role-taking skill.

Kingsley (1971) found mixed relationship trends among these variable.

In the present study, a relation between the communication II task and

role-taking was found, but no relation between the communication I

and the communication II task, cox any of these tasks and spatial ego-
.

centrism were found. Thus the degree to which-all of these various

tasks tap'a common underlying social-cognitive capacity remains an

open question.

The secand.issuepf interest was the relationship between peer

I.

interaction and egocentrism. In the present study, the popularity measure

was not correlated with any measure of egocentrism. This finding is,
ti

in part, consistent with Rubin (1973) in which he found no relation

0 0 8
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between popularity and either spatial egocentrism or roic-taking in a

grades k, 2, 4, or 6. The present study, however, did not replicate

Rubin's (1972) finding of a pesieive relation between communication

egocentrism and popularity in second graders, (communication II was a

shortened version ofRubin's (1972) task). ,Thus when both studies are

?

considered, there is no consistent support for the hypothesized relation

between popularity and egocentrism.

In interpretitg the findings it should be stressed that the use
1

of.popularity-as a measure of peer interaction may be a weak test of

Piaget's hypothesis. Ideally, in order to test Piaget's hypothesis, a

complete history of the child's patterns of interaction (including target,

quantity, and quality) should be specified. Clearly popularity does not

tap all these aspects of peer interaction. The present/ ndings as

well as those of Rubin (1972) must be interpreted within these limitations.
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Footnotes

We would like to express our appreciation to the principal, staff,

and children of Fair Oakes Elementary School for kind and enthusiastic

participation and cooperation.
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